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ТЕХНІЧНІ НАУКИ 

 

УДК 658.012.56(045) 

L. Badyorina 

 

METHOD OF GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE FORMALIZATION OF A 

NATURAL LANGUAGE 

 

The paper considers the application of mathematical tools for formalizing of 

grammatical structures to facilitate the Phrases processing by computer means. Key 

words: natural language, information systems, natural language constructions 

В статті розглянуто застосування математичного апарата для 

формалізації граматичних структур з метою полегшення обробки 

словосполучень каті 'ютірних засобів. 

Ключові слова природна мова, інформаційні системи, лінгвістичні 

конструкції. 

В статье рассмотрено применение математического аппарата для 

формализации грамматических структур с целью более корректной 

обработки словосочетаний компьютерными системами. 

Ключевые слова: естественный язык, информационные системы, 

лингвистические конструкции. 

 

The development of mathematical modeling of various processes of research, 

industry and public life is the basis for solving complex problems of design, 

management and decision making. An important trend of mathematical modeling is 

the automation of interaction between a human and a computer in the processing of 

large amounts of hard formalized and structured information. In this regard, the 

development of mathematical models and efficient methods and tools for processing 

of primary information is relevant, such as a natural language, which has not found 

its final solution yet. Methods and tools used for constructing the apparatus of 

mathematical modeling of natural languages can be useful in other information areas 

which require combining large amounts of data and knowledge into a flexible system 

for further analysis. An example of such problems is the mathematical modeling of 

the functioning of complex information systems. 

Ail attempts to solve the problems of nahtral language formalization by .the 

middle of the last century had been unable until the appearance of the required 

mathematical apparatus, i.e. it was suggested to use algebra of finite predicates and 

predicate operations. Significant contribution to the creation of mathematical tools of 

predicative models and methods for in-depth studies and mathematical modeling of 

discrete processes and objects including natural languages have been made by У.М. 

Glushkov. N. Chomsky, R. Shenk, Y.P. Kushnarenko- Shabanov, M.F. 
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Bondarenko, N.V. Sharonova, !.V. Zamaruyeva, D.O. Pospelov and other scientists. 

A natural language as a phenomenon of human intellectual activity is a very 

complicated subject. But having a formal description of a natural language, it is 

possible to implement on a computer and, thus, give the machine the ability to own 

its natural language. Algebra-logical apparatus that can be found in a natural 

language will empower the developer who tries to create new information 

technologies. Thus, the conceptual and methodological approach to a natural 

language (from the mathematical point of view) can perceive it as some kind of 

algebra and texts as formulas of algebra. 

And the sense (meaning) of thoughts can be expressed in sentences and texts 

which we are going to consider in terms of their mathematical nature as predicates. 

Later, the starting point of our considerations is that thoughts are predicates. Thus, 

each sentence is thought as some function with a binary value that specifies a 
predicate P(x) = Л . Independent variable X of this function will be 

variable situation and the dependent is true variable A . 
After the substitution instead of constant variable X of the specific situation x = 

a the given sentence becomes true ( Я  =  1) or false ( A  =  0). It depends on whether 

the content of the sentences determines the situation a to which it is referred. Let's 

cosider a variable situation x - (x;, x2xm) as a set of subject variables x,.x2 ...,xm . 
Any permanent situation X = a should be a set of some objects xi - a\, x2 = a2, xm = 
am . Thus, each sentence can be expressed by some predicate P(x\,x2,...,xm) - Я , 
which represents the dependence of the true variableA of subject variablesX[,X2 ...,ХЯ  
However, any sentence in its natural linguistic form differs from the mathematical 
formula in such a way that il does not express the entire function P(xL T X 2 ,-.,xm) , 

but only its name. And it's true, because every time when a person makes a particular 

sentence in accordance to his or her opinion, he or she completes it to the predicate. 

However, he or she adds to it (as to the name of the predicate), absent substantive 

variables. .Only after this the sentence becomes accessible for understanding. And, on 

the contrary, turning some thought into a sentence, a person excludes from it 

substantive variables what can transmit to the others not the veiy idea, but only its 

name. 
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Processing of phrases with mathematical methods 

 

Using the methods of composition and decomposition by a set of variables 

models, being formalized with the help of algebraic predicates, it is possible to handle 

natural language phrases infleetionaily. 

 
It should be noted that it is not necessary to lay the mathematical mode! by the 

first i-variables. This method is applied to the predicate defined on the whole space 

I f .  

Thanks to the models decomposition with the set of variables and 

mathematical models of natural language it is possible to determine the variables 

being necessary for further modeling. We have modified mathematical predicate 
models of nouns and adjectives declination: aiUp =[Map,Pap} - mathematical 

model of declination of possessive adjectives an =(М„,Р„) - mathematical 

model of regular nouns declination aa =(Ma>Pa) - mathematical model of declination 

of complete unpossessive adjectives, where M, - model carrier, Pt - predicate model 

I / = {<J,«, ap] . 

Using mathematical models of predicate processing of possessive adjectives in 

the Russian language we can make logical calculations. A word form of each word is 

always defined and characterized by a single root end. There are six attributes that 

uniquely determine the choice of the required word form of possessive adjectives. For 

the formal process description of the inflectional processing of possessive adjectives 

for each grammatical and lexicographical features we have introduced a 
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substantive variable: х\ - kind of word forms, x j  -  number of word forms, х3 -case of 

word forms, x4 - a sign of materiality of word forms, x5 - an archaic sign of word 
forms; С - a suffix of a word basis. Substantive variables were introduced to indicate 

the type of context influence as declination, word endings and soft base of words: ľ - 
type of influence of the context; S - type of words declination; Z -words ending; W - 

a sign of soil base of a word. Sets        and predicate      of  

a mathematical model that describes the structure of declination of possessive 

adjectives are as follows: 
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Fig. 1. Processing of prrases 

 

 

Development of methodological tools of mathematical modeling will improve 

the efficiency and quality of information processing in natural language systems. 

(hus, algebra is considered as a research tool, not as a subject, it is an effective 

means of mathematical representation of information and solving logic problems for 

empowering and improving the efficiency in processing of natural language 

information. 

Due to high-quality processing of natural information it is possible to simplify 

the process of formalizing linguistic units of information systems and training of 

primary data to the stage of program implementation tasks. 

It should be noted that if the construction of educational contents and integral 

systems in the noted area are sufficiently developed, the automation of evaluation 

processes is, actually, still in the initial stage. It is linked, first of all, with the 

circumstance, that the results of educational process appear as answers at 

examinations and because of that they have a naturally linguistic form. 
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Consequently, the evaluation technology in such method gams the character of 

automatic (automated) comparison of naturally linguistic texts or fragments of texts. 

The development of modern information technologies in the sphere of 

education has created the need for automated monitoring of student learning. 

Great importance to the educational рифове of automated systems must be 

devoted to model estimation of answers not in the form selected options but in the 

form of free text of arbitrary length regarding synonyms. 

The introduction of progressive forms of education creates the necessity of 

transition testing of computer students. Assessment of student learning is possible 

only through a comparative analysis of the reply with the reference text and 

determination of their relevance. Theoretically set model based on the synonymous 

terms of the subject field helps to set the correspondence between the reference and 

the actual definition, presented in the form of text of arbitrary length using words, 

synonyms. 
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